
Forbrain
Key Features & Benefits



- Patented Dynamic Filter

To deliver your corrected voice, the patented filter continually amplifies high-

frequency sounds and softens low frequencies while blocking environmental noise.

- High-sensitivity Microphone: 

Speak into the high-sensitivity microphone and it captures your voice’s sound waves, 

sending the information to the dynamic filter for processing.

- Bone Conduction Transducers

Sound is transmitted via the temporal bones. This bone conduction delivers auditory 

information to the brain 10x faster than air conduction (through the ear canals).

Forbrain is a pioneering brain training device that helps people of all ages and abilities improve their speech, attention, and memory. 

Thanks to years of auditory stimulation research, our patented technology enhances the natural process of the auditory feedback loop. 

Simply put, this is how speech is continuously modified based on what you hear.

Forbrain modulates the voice to make it sound clearer and stimulates the brain, thus retraining your abilities. Using the device is easy and 

intuitive: simply wear the headphones, switch them on, and speak for a few minutes every day to boost your brain. You’ll soon grow your 

abilities in communication, concentration, and learning.

Forbrain



Forbrain

Patented Dynamic Filter
Processes and produces a corrected voice 
that constantly stimulate the brain.

Bone Conduction Transducers
Enhances sound transmission via 
the temporal bones.

User Microphone
Capture the sound waves of your voice.

Additional Microphone
For training support by the 
parent, teacher, or therapist.

Headphone Jack
Used to listen to audio 
recordings of training or 
online classes.

Adaptive headband
A simple design that allows everyone 
from 3 years old to ues Forbrain.



Forbrain gives children from Pre-K to high school
a helping hand. They learn faster and more
effectively. The device is an excellent complement
to regular learning activities both in the classroom
and for homework.

Forbrain uses the power of your voice to grow
your learning capacity. By leveraging the
natural auditory feedback loop, the device
provides a booster for study performance, test
scores, and extra-curriculars.

Forbrain helps professionals use their voice more
powerfully, no matter whether you work in the
corporate environment, performing arts, are
learning a foreign language, or are interviewing
for a new role.

Forbrain is easy to use so it’s perfect for seniors. No
fancy apps or computers required, let bone
conduction do the work for you as you reconnect to
your voice for clearer, energetic communication.
Experience improved attention, memory, and
speech with the help of Forbrain.

Our device leverages the natural auditory feedback
loop to improve skills such as speech fluency and
comprehension, attention, and memory. With
Forbrain, people can grow the cognitive skills and
self-confidence needed for a fulfilling life.

Forbrain is backed by years of research and is
designed to support therapeutic programs. When
used as a complement it can boost specialist and
client efforts, and time to results. Forbrain is also
suited for at-home use because it acts as a bridge
in-between sessions. It’s the perfect addition to
your toolkit to drive client progress.
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Who uses Forbrain



WHAT ARE 
FAMILIES SAYING
ABOUT OUR
SOLUTIONS?

By using Forbrain, my daughter has

shown tremendous improvement in

her reading comprehension and

reading rhythm. Her memory is

improving so much along with her

confidence!

“



WHAT ARE
PROFESSIONALS 
SAYING ABOUT
OUR SOLUTIONS?

“ You can work with Forbrain for 

auditory issues. In the field of 

sensory integration, I have also 

recommended it, and I explain the 

connection with the vestibular 

system.




